Vibration isolation tables find application in diverse production
Introduction
Vibration isolation tables have numerous applications in industry and engineering research. These applications include semiconductor manufacturing, automated inspection with coordinate measuring machines, and optical experimentation. The design of a vibration isolation table presents an interesting set of tradeoffs, which the quarter-table model, i.e., the vibration isolation mount, in Fig. 1 will help illustrate. With purely passive elements (F"ci = 0 in Fig. 1 ), a tradeoff exists between obtaining low transmissibility and the ability of the mount to reject external forces apphed to the table. A relatively soft and moderately damped mount will provide good isolation (low transmissibility) between base motion and table motion. However, a soft mount will provide limited force-disturbance rejection (FDR), resulting in large displacements and long settling times. Conversely, a relatively stiff mount will provide a high degree of FDR, but will tend to pass a broader frequency band of base motion to the table surface, compromising the objective of low transmissibility.
The tradeoff between low transmissibility and good FDR can be mitigated with active elements, but such elements introduce new tradeoffs. The typical active vibration isolation scenario shown in Fig. 1 employs a motion (velocity or acceleration) sensor, a controller, an amplifier, and a force actuator. In this scenario, a soft mount can be employed to provide low transmissibility; simultaneously, the control elements combine to provide a high degree of FDR. The principal tradeoff in this case is between FDR and the level of actuation required to achieve it. A secondary tradeoff is the influence of the mount characteristics on both transmissibility and FDR. That is, the mount characteristics cannot be considered independently from the rest of the table. Rather, the mount, the desired transmissibility, the desired FDR, and the active element power and force requirements should be considered simultaneously during the design of an actively-controlled vibration isolation table.
Control-Structure Integrated Design.
Traditional closed-loop system design typically involves a sequential treatment of the plant (structure) and control design stages. It is well known, however, that such an approach will yield neither an optimal structure nor optimal closed-loop performance. This is a consequence of the mapping of the plant parameters into closed-loop system response and the same response affecting the inputs into the plant [1, 2] . The coupling between structure design and controller design logically suggests that an integration between the two will achieve improved overall performance [14, 19] , for example, improved response with minimum control effort. "Control-structure integrated design" (CSID) addresses these issues and has received considerable attention for over a decade [12, 16] . The integration of control and structure design is achieved by formulating closed-loop performance metrics (design criteria) in terms of an augmented design parameter vector. The latter includes both controller and structural parameters [10] .
Several approaches have been adopted to solve, i.e., optimize, CSID problems. A common approach is to formulate the problem in a nonlinear, multiobjective, and constrained optimization framework. In this framework all the design metrics are mapped into a scalar cost function, which is then minimized [13] . The almost inevitable conflicts among the design metrics imply that improving one metric will frequently be achieved at the expense of degrading another metric. Designers weigh the objectives to place more or less emphasis on them in the objective function. However, using weights to control the optimization process provides only indirect control over the design process. A second approach to solving CSID problems involves the use of multigoal programming [17] . Here a designer's preferences are prioritized according to their significance and optimized sequentially in the order of decreasing priority. Such an approach is of limited utility when the competing design metrics all have comparable importance. The approach adopted in this paper uses a variation of constrained optimization [9, 15] , and is called "physical programming."
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Fig. 1 Vibration isolation mount
tive function. Here we create a preference table for a number of design metrics, which follows the standard approach. However, in a departure, we seek a design that simultaneously maximizes, in the lexicographic sense [4, p. 190 ], all of the preferences. More background on this method is provided in Section 3.
Overview of Paper.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we develop the model of the vibration isolation table. This includes background on the pneumatic mount and the geophone sensor, as well as the synthesis of a mechanical analogue to represent the pneumatic mount. Section 3 discusses physical programming and its application here. In Section 4 we formulate the optimization problem and perform optimal simultaneous CSID for various scenarios. Conclusions are provided in Section 5.
System Model
Pneumatic mounts, such as the one shown in Fig. 2 , are often used in vibration isolation tables, as they provide good isolation in an economical manner. The isolator shown in Fig. 2 will serve as the mount indicated in Fig. 1 . In a recent theoretical and experimental investigation [6] , it was discovered that the diaphragm component of a pneumatic mount (which serves as a flexible seal between the top chamber of the isolator and the piston) has a much more significant effect on mount behavior than previously assumed [5, 18] . Hence, the mount model that will jje used in this paper has been experimentally validated and improves upon previous models. An original contribution in this paper is the use of a new model, a mechanical translational analogue, for a vibration isolation table with a pneumatic mount. Although not considered here, a common load-leveling scheme may have a significant effect on system performance. This scheme involves the use of a mechanical valve, operated by a lever, which injects air into the pneumatic chamber when the table (mount) is depressed. The mechanical coupling of the lever can have a very detrimental effect on transmissibility. One means to avoid this effect is to use a noncontacting sensor to regulate the valve. Such a sensor requires, however, an external displacement reference for the desired vertical position of the table.
In the remainder of this section we develop a mechanical analogue design model for this isolator. We begin with a linearized model of the isolator, which is based on the nonlinear thermodynamic model described in [3, 6] . The synthesis of a linear bond graph model of the isolator and a demonstration of the equivalence of this model to the linearized model follow. The bond graph is then translated into a mechanical analogue of the original mount.
Linear Model of Pneumatic Vibration Isolator.
As vibration isolation tables typically operate around a nominal operating point with small displacements, a linear model should provide an accurate prediction of the system behavior. The following linear model is derived by performing a Taylor series expansion of the nonlinear model around the static equilibrium position of the piston. The state variables in this model are the differential pressures of the top and bottom chambers, the differential piston momentum, and the differential compression of the diaphragm. The nominal state of the system corresponds to constant pressures in the chambers supporting the payload, the static equilibrium position of the piston, and zero differential compression in the diaphragm. The Taylor series expansion of the nonlinear model about this point yields the following system equations:
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The nomenclature for the terms in (1), as well as for subsequent terms in this paper, is provided in the Appendix 1. Although the linear model provides an accurate, experimentally validated prediction of mount performance, it provides little insight into the physical mechanisms governing the isolator behavior. To address this issue, we synthesize a mechanical analogue of the pneumatic vibration isolator, whose development begins with a bond graph model.
Bond Graph Model.
In the bond graph modeling framework [8] , standard techniques exist for modeling fluid and mechanical capacitances, viscous damping, capillary flow, and the relations between fluid pressures and mechanical forces. Applying these techniques to the isolator in Fig. 2 , we derive the bond graph in Fig. 3 .
The following first order differential equations are derived from the bond graph in Fig. 3 : 
As the system operates around a nominal point, temperature, density, volume, and viscosity are constant in (3). Therefore, the volumetric stiffnesses and the flow resistance are constant. The bond graph model is equivalent to the model defined in (1) . This can be demonstrated by showing that the corresponding transfer functions between all inputs and outputs obtained from the two models are identical. A key advantage of the bond graph is that it reduces the number of parameters in (1) by almost a factor of two (11 to 7). Moreover, the bond graph model is domain-independent; this provides the means to synthesize an equivalent mechanical analogue of the isolator.
Mechanical Analogue of Pneumatic Isolator.
The bond graph developed in the previous section depicts generalized energy storage, dissipation, and transformation. By backtranslating the bond graph in Fig. 3 , we obtain the mechanical analogue shown in Fig. 4 . This analogue is a translational system in which volumetric displacements, piston momentum, and diaphragm compression make up the system states. For a linear isolator around a nominal operating point, we will define the ^pfB Ud fir Fig. 4 Mechanical anaiogue of pneumatic vibration isoiator volumetric displacement as the equivalent change in chamber volume that would result in a given pressure change. This can be better understood by the following equations: 6P, = K,q, and 6Pt = K^qb-The volumetric stiffnesses defined in (3) are constant around a nominal operating point. Hence, any change in pressure within a system is the result of an equivalent volumetric displacement. This volumetric displacement may result from a physical volume change or from a small amount of gas flow. (Note, if the system is not operating around a nominal point and large amounts of gas flow occur, nonlinear volumetric bond graph stiffness fields will be needed.) For the top chamber, gas flow between the chambers and volume change due to piston and base motion constitute the causes of volumetric displacements. For the bottom chamber, the volumetric displacement is due to gas flow between the chambers only. For volumetric displacements, compressions are signed as positive. In other words, an input that has an effect of increasing the chamber pressures causes a positive volumetric displacement.
The pneumatic isolator has an interesting characteristic that is not readily perceived from previous models: the dependence of the isolator characteristic frequency on flow restrictor resistance. The mechanical analogue illustrates this characteristic. In the analogue we see that the bottom chamber is in series with the top chamber and in parallel with the flow restrictor. Therefor, for a very small value of flow resistance, R,, the isolator stiffness will be determined by the stiffnesses K, and Kf, in series. For a closed restriction (i.e., a very high value of R,) the bottom chamber will not be part of the system and isolator stiffness will be determined by K, only. These constitute the two limits of the chamber stiffness. These limits, in conjunction with the diaphragm stiffness and other system properties, determine the limits of natural frequencies of the system. Hence, the isolator acquires distinct natural frequencies in the range of these two limiting frequencies depending on the value of R,.
lA Closed-Loop System. The proposed active system uses velocity feedback, which is achieved via a geophone. The geophone weighs the absolute velocity of the piston by its transfer function, which is formed from the interaction of its coil mass and the coil attachment springs. The geophone transfer function, which is a second order critically damped high-pass filter having a natural frequency of 0.5 Hz, is given as:
Control of piston motion is achieved by force actuation applied directly on the piston. This actuation requires a force motor, which is a voice coil in the present application. The coil construction is that of a loud speaker, with some modifications allowing attachment of the magnet portion to a stationary base and the coil to the supported payload side of the isolators. The selection of the loud speaker type design for the force motor is based on zero friction between the coil and the magnet and on a requirement of a large dynamic range of generated force. The force motor is assumed to amplify the current applied to its coils by a constant gain to generate the desired force on the payload.
The overall closed-loop system model combines the plant model, the sensor model, and the actuator model. The plant model, shown in Figure 4 , is described in mathematical terms in (2) . For the closed-loop system, (2c) must be modified as follows:
The transfer function of the actuator force divided by table velocity equals
Physical Programming
While sharing some terms with conventional optimization, physical programming has its own lexicon. This section will define a number of terms and detail physical programming's application to the design in this paper. To perform the design, it is assumed that the optimization procedure can alter a set of system features represented by x = (jji X2. • • Xp). The vector X will be referred to as the "design parameter vector." The selection of the elements of this vector plays an important role in the design process in that omitting critical design features in X may severely jeopardize the ultimate outcome; whereas including irrelevant design features in x will unduly burden the computational process. In the CSID work of this paper, the elements of x include the coefficients of the polynomials of the controller transfer functions and the structural parameters K,, Kb, Rr, and A,,.
Physical programming also involves identifying characteristics of the system or design that allow the designer to judge the effectiveness of the outcome. These characteristics, the ' 'design metrics", are denoted by /U,, which are components of the vector fji. Each design metric maps the design parameter vector into a real number, i.e., /it,: x -> R. For the system under consideration, the design metrics include several transmissibility measures, the controller effort, and the settling time. The maximum real part of the closed-loop system eigenvalues is also included as a metric; this is used for stability evaluation.
In physical programming a designer expresses preferences regarding each design metric using one of four classes. Each class may be "hard" (H) or "soft" (S), depending on the sharpness of the preference, which results in eight subclasses. These classes are characterized as follows:
Class IS smaller-is-better (minimization) Class IH must-be-smaller Class 2S larger-is-better (maximization) Class 2H must-be-larger Class 3S value-is-better Class 3H must-be-equal Class 4S range-is-better Class 4H must-be-in-range.
The designer assigns a subclass to each design metric. The qualitative meaning of the IS subclass, used in this paper, is shown in Fig. 5 . The generic design metric, yu,, is a function of the design parameter vector x. The value of the design metric under consideration is represented on the horizontal axis in the figure. A ' 'preference function", P,, corresponds to each design metric, which is shown on the vertical axis in Fig. 5 . A lower value of a preference function implies that the corresponding value of the design metric is more desirable. Preference functions map design metrics into positive real numbers, i.e., P,: Hi -^U\ The structure of the preference functions allows a designer to express ranges of differing levels of preference for each soft design metric. To construct a preference function, the physical programming lexicon uses terms that characterize the degrees of desirability of each metric, using six ranges. For the IS subclass, the ranges are defined as follows:
Highly desirable range (/i; < i//,): a range over which further decrease in /i, is of minimal additional value Desirable range (i^,, ^ /li < v,,): further decrease in /X; is of considerable additional value Tolerable range {v^^ & /x, < Vi^: further decrease in \ii is of considerable additional value Undesirable range (z^,, s; ^u, < i^,J: a range that is acceptable, but undesirable Highly undesirable range {vi^ < /i, < j^,,.): a range that is acceptable, but highly undesirable Unacceptable range (\ii a ;^,,): a range of values that a design metric cannot take.
The designer prescribes the range-boundary values for each design metric, v,., during the problem formulation stage.
In standard physical programming, each preference function is a continuous mapping between a design metric and a scalar. A single "aggregate preference function" captures the entire optimization through an additive aggregation of the preference functions. In the modified formulation used here, the continuous mapping of the IS preference function in Fig. 5 is replaced by a discrete mapping. The new IS mapping is as follows:
P,
The aggregate preference function becomes where V/^^^^^, z/,,,, xi^.^, and Xj^^^^ represent prescribed values. The range limits are provided by the designer. While only class 1 constraints appear in (8), the general formulation of this function accepts more types of constraints.
The alternate physical programming formulation presented here offers several advantages over the standard framework. While retaining the philosophical benefits of physical programming, the present formulation is simpler to implement. The designer can still designate design metrics as belonging to a given class and specify ranges for varying degrees of desirability. Finally, the formulation used here can be implemented with only a rudimentary knowledge of optimization.
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Optimal Simultaneous Control-Structure Integrated Design
In this section we pursue simultaneous CSID using a physical programming formulation. We begin by describing various design metrics and presenting a preference table for them. Design constraints are then developed. We then identify several optimal design parameter sets, which are obtained for different control strategies and different scenarios.
Design Preferences.
The performance of the vibration isolation table in Fig. 1 can be distilled to the values of five design metrics. Three of these characterize frequency-domain transmissibility. The other two metrics include settling time for an impulse force disturbance input and controller effort for a prescribed disturbance input. This section describes the motivation for choosing these metrics and includes a preference table for these metrics, which guides the optimal design.
The transmissibility transfer function relates table motion to base motion. Although the zero frequency transmissibility of a table must necessarily be unity, the transmissibility at positive frequencies should be attenuated reasonably sharply. Further, any resonant peak in the transmissibility should be of moderate magnitude. Three design metrics were used to characterize the transmissibility: the peak transmissibility, Tmax; the transmissibility at 3 Hz, 7(3); and the transmissibility at 10 Hz, 7 (10) . These values are sufficient to characterize the overall shape of the transmissibility frequency response.
In addition to isolating equipment from spurious base motion, vibration isolation tables must also isolate equipment from forces applied to the table surface. These disturbance forces may originate from equipment mounted on the table, e.g., reaction forces of a coordinate measuring machine, or from objects placed on the table. Following a disturbance, it is imperative that a vibration isolation table come to rest in a reasonable amount of time once a disturbance force has been applied. The settling time, t,,, provides a useful measure of how quickly a table responds to a disturbance. For our purposes we define f, as the time required for a table to attenuate 98 percent of its peak velocity after it has been subjected to an impulse force disturbance input.
Although peak actuator force can be thought of as a hard constraint, it is also a design metric. The voice coil that provides the actuation force to the vibration isolation table has a peak magnitude of 50 N, which imposes a hard constraint. In performing the optimization, we created a scenario in which a 200 N force was applied to the table for a pulse period of 0.1 second. This force is actually somewhat larger than that expected from a moving payload. Although the actual actuator has a peak magnitude of 50 N, we sought a design that would require less force from the actuator in this scenario. This loads the actuator less and introduces some conservativeness (safety) into the final closed-loop design.
Design preferences for the five metrics, provided by a vibrarion isolation table manufacturer, are tabulated in Table 1 . These values present conflicting objectives. The highly desirable transmissibilities in the table could be obtained with a soft system that decouples base and piston (table top) motion. But the desired settling times are typically obtained by stiff systems, which tightly couple base and table top motion. Further, peak actuator force limits the amount by which transmissibilities and settling time can be simultaneously improved. Although not strictly a design metric, closed-loop system stability is, of course, necessary in any controller design. Thus, we constrained the maximum real part of the closed-loop eigenvalues to have a value less than zero.
Geometric Constraints.
The physical hardware imposes a number of geometric constraints. These constraints concern the height of the upper pneumatic chamber, the size of the piston, and the volumes of the upper and lower chambers. During operation of the vibration isolation table, the piston must never contact the solid barrier between the two chambers. Thus, we imposed the constraint that the height of the top chamber must be greater than the peak displacement of the piston. Peak displacement is defined here as the maximum displacement that occurs when a 200 N downward force is applied for 0.1 seconds, the same scenario used to estimate the peak actuator force. Unconstrained, an optimization algorithm may suggest a physical dimension that is at odds with practical design considerations. In the case of the isolator piston, we limit its area to a maximum of approximately 5.5 times its original area.
The volumes of the upper and lower chambers are constrained by their allowable relative increase. Although the optimization algorithm may determine that a very soft chamber(s) will lead to optimal performance, it is impractical to achieve this by allowing a chamber's volume to increase unbounded. In our scenario, neither chamber can increase in volume by more than a factor of 10 over its original volume, where original volumes of the top and bottom chambers are 1.25 X 10""* (m-*) and 4.3 X 10 ^^ respectively.
Optimization Procedure and Results.
The goal of the optimization effort was to synthesize a set of design parameters that would best mutually satisfy the preferences in Table 1 . We solved the optimization problem using several scenarios. In the first scenario, the structure was not altered; only an optimal controller was designed. In the second scenario, we optimized by varying both controller and structural parameters: optimal simultaneous CSID. In the final scenario, we continued with the optimal CSID, but added diaphragm stiffness as an additional design parameter.
Optimal Controller Design Only. Holding the plant parameters constant, we attempted to maximally satisfy the preferences in Table 1 by using two different controllers. The first is a proportional-integral (PI) controller. The second controller has a modified proportional-integral-derivative (PID) form KQS^ + Kps + K, s(s/a + \) (9) We will report the results in the following manner. First, we will tabulate the numerical values of various design metrics and indicate how well each design meets the preferences in Table  I . This will indicate which designs best satisfy the design objectives. Second, at the end of this section, we will display the system responses using transmissibility and force-disturbance response plots. The design metrics, as obtained using the original passive plant and the PI and PID controllers, are as follows: These results, with respect to the stated preferences, are summarized in Table 2 .
We see from the results in Table 2 that the original passive plant has adequate transmissibility at higher (3 and 10 Hz) frequencies, but the peak transmissibility and the settling time The addition of a voice coil and a PI controller improves the overall performance, but the settling time is still rather high, as indicated by the "tolerable" designation that it receives in the PI scenario. Attempts to identify a design parameter vector that would place the settling time into the "desirable" category consistently resulted in the peak force being shifted into the ' 'tolerable'' category. This illustrates the tradeoff between settling time and required actuator force. The additional parameters in a PID controller provide more control over the system response. For the scenario involving the original plant, the additional flexibility provided by the PID controller enables all design metrics to move into the "desirable" or "highly desirable" categories.
Optimal Simultaneous CSID. We next allowed both plant and controller parameters to vary in attempting to maximally satisfy the design preferences. We first optimized the passive plant, which provided a benchmark to compare the active designs. We then optimized using PI and PID controllers. The optimal design metrics we obtained are as follows: These results, with respect to the stated preferences, are summarized in Table 3 .
The results in Table 3 indicate that the optimal passive plant provides design metrics that are either "tolerable" or "desirable." In contrast, both the PI and the PID controllers provide design metrics that are all in the "highly desirable" category. This is understandable: the increased control over system response provided by an active redesigned system should result in overall system performance that is superior to that provided by both the optimal passive plant and the optimal controller using the original plant.
Optimal CSID With Additional Plant Parameter. The final optimization scenario examined CSID with an additional plant parameter in the design variable vector. Diaphragm stiffness is often omitted as a model parameter in a pneumatic vibration isolator. However, this stiffness is an important model parameter that accounts for a considerable fraction of the stiffness in a pneumatic system [6, 7] . As such, we expect that diaphragm stiffness will also be a significant design parameter. We examined two cases: an optimal passive plant and a CSID with a PID controller. The optimal design metrics are provided in the following For the passive case we see that all but one of the design metrics fall in the "highly desirable" category. The settling time of 1.02 just misses the upper bound for this category, causing this metric to be classified as "desirable." For the active case, as expected, the PID controller provides metrics that all lie in the "highly desirable" category. We also observe a significant reduction in transmissibility, for both the passive and active designs, over that obtained in the previous scenario. This reduction, along with the almost perfect performance achieved by the passive system, suggests that (1) the diaphragm stiffness indeed plays a significant role in system performance and (2) an effort to modify this stiffness to improve performance may be quite justified.
Summary of Results.
We now summarize, graphically, the transmissibility and FDR results obtained in this section. Plots for the original passive plant, the original plant with an optimal PID controller, and the two optimal CSID designs are provided. Figure 6 shows the transmissibility and Figure 7 illustrates the FDR for these cases. As anticipated, the transmissibility plots in Fig. 6 show improved performance with an increasing number of design parameters. The FDR plots in Fig. 7 show a similar trend.
Conclusions
This paper examines the optimal simultaneous CSID of passive and active vibration isolation tables using a new model and a novel optimization strategy. The model is a mechanical analogue of a vibration isolation table with a pneumatic mount. The analogue, described in Section 2, reduces the number of model parameters from 11 to 7, which facilitates subsequent optimal design. The optimization strategy is a modified implementation of the recently-developed physical programming formulation. The strategy attempts to maximize multicriteria design satisfaction by focusing on the worst performing, with respect to a table of preferences, design metrics.
The results obtained during this investigation provide useful design information to manufacturers of vibration isolation tables. From the design summary tabulated in Table 2 , we see that the original passive plant and active designs with this plant will not provide an overall design that can be characterized as "highly desirable." The optimal simultaneous CSID scenario, summarized in Table 3 , indicates that an overall design that is highly desirable can be achieved only with active elements. Finally, we see that the addition of diaphragm stiffness as a design parameter allows a completely passive system to achieve performance that is overall highly desirable. This is significant in that it demonstrates that completely satisfactory performance can be obtained without the expense of active elements. However, the final design would have to take into account loadleveling requirements for steady-state table loads; this applies to both passive and active designs.
Both PI and PID controllers were used to regulate the velocity response of the vibration isolation mount. As the tabular data in Section 4.3 indicates, the PID controller has some performance advantages over the PI controller. The derivative gains of the PID controllers, however, are much smaller than the proportional and integral gains. This suggests that the geophone (velocity ) sensor should be kept as the primary motion sensor, as its signal requires less manipulation than an accelerometer signal, which is another choice for the motion sensor. Indeed, the controller transfer function in (9) synthesizes the PID control signal. In contrast, an accelerometer would require a double integrator to provide the integral signal, which would likely introduce drift errors.
The investigation presented in this paper illustrates the lexicographic approach to physical programming, and the advantages and disadvantages of this approach have been cited. The new formulation is simple to implement and may be particularly desirable to a designer who does not have a coded physical programming algorithm at his disposal. The application of this approach to the vibration isolation mount design in this paper demonstrates the utility of this method. 
